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ITEM NO: 9.1
In Principle Support to Lot 9500 Briggs Road Local
Structure Plan
WAPC OR COMMITTEE:

Statutory Planning Committee

REPORTING AGENCY:
REPORTING OFFICER:
AUTHORISING OFFICER:
AGENDA PART:
FILE NO:
DATE:
REPORT CATEGORY:

Department of Planning
Senior Project Planner
Planning Director, Metropolitan South
C
SPN/0329
9 March 2015
Statutory
1. Support
1. Location/Context Map
2. Department of Planning Schedule of
Modifications
3. LSP Map (June 2013)
4. Indicative LSP Map with WAPC Proposed
Modifications
5. Local Government List of Modifications
Urban, Urban Deferred and Other Regional Road
Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale
Urban Development
Approval subject to modifications
Metropolitan South-East
15 July 2014
252 days
In Principle Support to Local Structure Plan
Multiple Lots bound by Thomas Road to the north,
Briggs Road to the east, Eurythmic Road to the south
and Malarkey Road to the west.

RECOMMENDATION OUTCOME:
ATTACHMENT(S):

REGION SCHEME ZONING:
LOCAL GOVERNMENT:
LOCAL SCHEME ZONING:
LGA RECOMMENDATION(S):
REGION DESCRIPTOR:
RECEIPT DATE:
PROCESS DAYS:
APPLICATION TYPE:
CADASTRAL REFERENCE:

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Western Australian Planning Commission resolves to:
1.

provide in principle support to the Lot 9500 Briggs Road Local Structure
Plan subject to the schedule of modifications as outlined in Attachment 2
- Schedule of Modifications;

2.

provide delegation to the Planning Director - Metropolitan South to
determine the Local Structure Plan in accordance with the position of the
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Statutory Planning Committee providing no substantial new issues are
raised during the re-advertising of the Local Structure Plan;
3.

advise the State Administrative Tribunal and Shire of Serpentine
Jarrahdale of its position accordingly.

SUMMARY:
The key points relating to the report are as follows:















The Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale (the Shire) approved the Lot 9500 Briggs
Road Local Structure Plan (Lot 9500 LSP) on 23 June 2014 subject to
modifications.
On the 15 July 2014, the Lot 9500 LSP was referred to the Western Australian
Planning Commission (WAPC) for final determination in accordance with
Clause 5.18.3.9 of the Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale Town Planning Scheme
No. 2 (the Scheme) at the applicant's request and without the Shire's
approved modifications being undertaken (Attachment 3 - LSP Map dated 5
June 2013 and Attachment 5 - Shire's list of modifications).
The major modification required by the Shire concerns the removal of the 1.5
hectare portion of the Neighbourhood Centre at the eastern corner of Thomas
Road and Malarkey Road (San Simeon Boulevard) and its replacement with a
5,000m2 'Mixed Use' site.
The Lot 9500 LSP, and specifically, the location of the 1.5 hectare portion of
the Neighbourhood Centre on the eastern corner of Thomas Road and
Malarkey Road is consistent with the existing planning framework including the
Byford (District) Structure Plan.
The Lot 9500 LSP, as suggested to be modified by the Department of
Planning which includes the retention of the 1.5 hectare portion of
Neighbourhood Centre (Attachment 4), is currently subject to readvertising by
the Shire in accordance with Clause 5.18.3.14 of the Scheme.
The applicant/landowner of Lot 9500 Briggs Road has applied to intervene in
the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT) proceedings relating to the WAPC's
recent refusal of the Redgum Brook North LSP that proposes the
Neighbourhood Centre on separate land 700 metres to the west.
The WAPC's position on the Lot 9500 LSP will assist in informing defence of
the refusal of the Redgum North LSP at SAT.
The WAPC's position will also reduce delays to the determination upon
conclusion of the Shire's re-advertising the Lot 9500 LSP.
In principle support to the Lot 9500 LSP is recommended.
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BACKGROUND:
The Byford District Structure Plan (Byford DSP) covers an urban cell expected to
accommodate 30,000-40,000 people when fully developed. The Byford DSP
identifies a Neighbourhood Centre in the north-west of the urban cell which straddles
Malarkey Road, with a portion of the centre within the Lot 9500 LSP area and a
portion on the adjacent site to the west of Malarkey Road, being the Redgum Brook
North LSP area. Although the DSP does not define the exact allocations of land
uses, it has been generally acknowledged that the Neighbourhood Centre at its
current approved location is shared at approximately 1/3 to 2/3 split across the two
land holdings.
Lot 9500 Briggs Road is situated approximately two kilometres north-west of the
Byford Town Centre, and covers 29 hectares of land bound by Thomas Road to the
north, Briggs Road to the east, Eurythmic Road to the south and Malarkey Road to
the west. The land is predominantly cleared with an existing brick and tile
homestead.
The site is zoned 'Urban Development' under the Scheme. Pursuant to the Scheme
an LSP is required to be approved prior to subdivision and ahead of significant
development.
The Lot 9500 LSP was lodged with the Shire on 5 June 2013 and depicts the
following:
x
x
x
x
x

a 1.5 hectare Neighbourhood Centre site at the corner of Malarkey and
Thomas Roads,
the integration of Malarkey Road into San Simeon Boulevard as a
neighbourhood connector road,
indicative road layout and residential lots ranging from densities of R25 to
R60,
Public Open Space (POS) areas including a linear multiple use corridor; and
a four hectare primary school site.

Redgum Brook North LSP
The land to the western side of Malarkey Road, known as Redgum Brook North, is
the subject of an LSP approved in September 2012 which identified a
'Neighbourhood Centre' of approximately 1.14 hectares in area at the western corner
of Malarkey and Thomas Roads. A request for a modification to the Redgum Brook
North LSP was received by the Shire on 27 September 2013. The modified LSP
sought to relocate the approved portion of Neighbourhood Centre to the corner of
Kardan Boulevard and Thomas Road approximately 700 metres west of the
approved location and increase it to 2.4 hectares in area. The effect of the proposed
modification would be the placement of the entire Neighbourhood Centre wholly
within the Redgum Brook North LSP area.
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Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale Decisions
In view of the Redgum Brook North application and the Lot 9500 Briggs Road LSP
showing conflicting locations for the Neighbourhood Centre, both LSP's were
advertised and determined concurrently by the Shire on 23 June 2014.
The Shire approved the modification to Redgum Brook North LSP subject to a
number of modifications, however, the determination resulted in, amongst other
things, a 2.4 hectare Neighbourhood Centre site of 5,000m2 commercial floor space
comprising 4,900m2 on the eastern side of Thomas Road/Kardan Boulevard.
The Lot 9500 Briggs Road LSP was approved by the Shire subject to a number of
modifications, however, the most significant of these modifications concerned the
removal of the Neighbourhood Centre site from the LSP map/area and replacement
with ‘Mixed Use’ site of 5,000m2.
WAPC
Both the Redgum Brook North LSP modification and the Lot 9500 Briggs Road LSP
were referred (without modifications at the request of the respective applicants) to the
WAPC for final approval pursuant to Clause 5.18.3.9 of the Scheme on 15 July 2014.
The WAPC refused the modification to the Redgum Brook North LSP on 9 December
2014. In the intervening period, the Department of Planning (on behalf of the WAPC)
has been liaising with the Shire in accordance with Clause 5.18.3.13 regarding
proposed modifications to the Lot 9500 LSP pertaining to road and residential lot
design. The modifications do not alter the identification and location of the 1.5
hectare Neighbourhood Centre site as originally proposed within the Lot 9500 LSP
(dated June 2013). The applicant has provided an indicative LSP Map (dated
October 2014) illustrating the Department's suggested modifications (Attachment 4).
As previously outlined, the Redgum Brook North LSP modification is currently the
subject of an application for review at the SAT. Notwithstanding, the WAPC should
continue to assess and progress the Lot 9500 Briggs Road LSP, which is outlined in
the sections below.
LEGISLATION / STRATEGIC PLAN / POLICY:
Legislation
Section:
Strategic Plan
Strategic Goal:

Outcomes:
Strategies:

Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale Town Planning Scheme
No. 2
Clause 5.18.3.10

By improving the planning system and delivering plans
that more efficiently meet changing community demands,
we will be supporting the development of effective local
communities.
Planned local communities developing a sense of place.
Develop connected and accessible communities.
Improve local planning service capability.
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Policy
Number and / or Name:

Directions 2031 and Beyond
SPP 3.0 - 'Urban Growth and Settlement'
SPP 4.2 - 'Activity Centres for Perth and Peel'
SPP 5.4 - 'Road and Rail Transport Noise and Freight
Considerations in Land Use Planning'
Liveable Neighbourhoods

GOVERNMENT AND CORPORATE IMPLICATIONS:
Nil.
CONSULTATION:
The Lot 9500 LSP (dated 5 June 2013) was advertised in accordance with Clause
5.18.3.5 of Scheme for a period of 51 days from 11 December 2013 to 31 January
2014. A total of seventy (70) submissions were received, comprising of 23 nonobjections/support, 30 submissions providing comment and 17 objections.
Issues raised primarily relate to:
x
x

x
x

the proposed Neighbourhood Centre (location),
local traffic concerns particularly in the proximity of the Byford Trotting
Complex,
loss of semi-rural identity, and
proposed densities.

An assessment of the LSP and the comments received on the proposal has been
undertaken and these are addressed in the report where relevant.
OFFICER’S COMMENTS:
Redgum Brook North LSP
Notwithstanding the status of Redgum Brook North LSP which is currently under
review at the SAT, the WAPC has the ability to progress and determine the Lot 9500
LSP irrespective of SAT's consideration of the Redgum Brook North LSP. Advice
from the State Solicitors Office in relation to the SAT matter is provided as a separate
confidential attachment.
Progressing the Lot 9500 LSP
As previously discussed, the WAPC has been liaising with the applicant for the Lot
9500 LSP and an indicative LSP Map illustrating the Department's suggested
modifications has been provided. Pursuant to Clause 5.18.3.13 of the Scheme, the
WAPC is required to consult with the Shire prior to approving the Lot 9500 LSP.
The Shire has advised that it considers the Department's suggested modifications to
the Lot 9500 LSP, particularly the Neighbourhood Centre and surrounding road
network, to be substantial enough to warrant re-advertising in accordance with
Clause 5.18.3.14(a) of the Scheme. Whilst the Department disagrees with this view
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given the suggested modifications do not alter the identification and location of the
Neighbourhood Centre as originally proposed by the proponent (and as initially
advertised by the Shire), and are generally in compliance with the broader planning
framework including the DSP, the Scheme does not enable the WAPC to proceed
with a determination at this time.
Whilst a formal decision on the Lot 9500 LSP cannot be made given the Shire's
intention to re-advertise, it is recommended that the WAPC provide an 'in principle'
position with regard to the Lot 9500 LSP and suggested modifications and that this
be communicated to both the SAT and the Shire. In addition, it is recommended that
the WAPC delegate to the Planning Director Metropolitan South the ability to
determine the Lot 9500 LSP (providing no new issues are raised during the readvertising), in order to reduce further delays at the conclusion of the Shire's
advertising.
An officer level assessment of the Lot 9500 Briggs Road LSP is summarised below
accordingly.
Neighbourhood Centre
The location of the Neighbourhood Centre is main issue of contention with regard to
both the Redgum Brook North LSP and the Lot 9500 LSP. Therefore, it is important
to reiterate the reasons for the WAPC decision pertaining to the Redgum Brook North
LSP, and outline the merits of the location of the Neighbourhood Centre as proposed
under the Lot 9500 LSP.
The Byford DSP depicts a Neighbourhood Centre largely within the western adjoining
LSP (being Redgum Brook North) adjacent to Malarkey Road but approximately 200
metres south of Thomas Road. The Byford DSP identifies a small portion of the
Neighbourhood Centre as falling within the Lot 9500 LSP area. There is inherent
difficulty in trying to establish proportions or entitlements based on a DSP map given
the document is intended to offer a degree of flexibility for minor variations and not be
utilised as a cadastral map.
The Redgum Brook North LSP initiated the original proposal to reposition the
Neighbourhood Centre from the location 200 metres south of Thomas Road under
the Byford DSP, to a more northerly location at the intersection with Thomas Road
via its LSP approved in September 2012. The WAPC supported this modification to
the Neighbourhood Centre location on the basis that shift was minor in distance, the
centre remained on the same road alignment as predicated under the Byford DSP,
and did not alter anticipated traffic volumes in the area in a substantial way. Whilst
the Redgum Brook North LSP map did not quantify the size of the Neighbourhood
Centre site or each landowners 'proportionate share', the Part 1 (Statutory
Provisions) of the LSP required the allocation of retail floorspace to be resolved via a
subsequent 'Detailed Area Plan' that spanned the two sites.
A subdivision application for the creation of the Neighbourhood Centre site/lot on the
Redgum Brook North site was approved by the WAPC on 30 March 2012. The size
of the Neighbourhood Centre under the approved subdivision was 1.14 hectares.
Based on the approved Redgum Brook North LSP and conditional subdivision
approval, there was a reasonable assumption made by the planning agencies and
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the landowner/applicant that approximately 1.36 hectares of commercial land was
available on Lot 9500 Briggs Road to 'complete' the Neighbourhood Centre node.
The Lot 9500 LSP proposes a slightly larger site for its portion of the Neighbourhood
Centre, being 1.5 hectares in area.
The WAPC decision on 9 December 2014 pertaining to the Redgum Brook North
LSP rejected the proposed relocation of the (entire) Neighbourhood Centre to the
corner of Kardan Boulevard and Thomas Roads, with the planned location at the
corner of Malarkey and Thomas Roads being viewed as the superior location. As
such, the WAPC endorsed the Neighbourhood Centre at the previously planned
location with portions straddling both the Redgum Brook North LSP site and the
subject site.
A number of the submissions received in relation to the proposed Neighbourhood
Centre misinterpreted that both Neighbourhood Centres (being Kardan Boulevard
under the Redgum Brook North LSP proposal and Malarkey Road under the Lot
9500 LSP proposal) could be approved. The Lot 9500 LSP generally maintains the
intended location of the centre as depicted under the Byford DSP. Land use
permissibility will be resolved via the DAP for the site and subsequent development
applications will be submitted to, and determined by, the Shire based on planning
framework and merit.
Lot Size / Configuration
The Lot 9500 LSP proposes a variety of codings ranging between R12.5 to R60. The
higher coded densities, predominately R40 and R60, are located around the
Neighbourhood Centre, adjacent to POS and along the main transport routes. The
lower coded densities are located in the south-eastern corner of the LSP area,
furthest from the aforementioned amenities and in close proximity to the Byford
Trotting Complex.
Whilst a density coding of Residential R12.5 does not meet current density
expectations for urban development, this is a design response that is consistent with
the surrounding developments, including Redgum Brook North LSP, to provide for an
appropriate transition in the 'Urban Deferred' zone between the Urban area and the
Byford Trotting Complex and associated rural living areas. The lower density does
not impact upon the subject LSP's overall compliance with regard to achieving the
target density of 15 dwellings per gross hectare as per Directions 2031 and Beyond
(D2031).
The Lot 9500 LSP depicts that a number of dwellings are likely to have direct
frontage to POS. The creation of such lots does not accord with desired outcomes in
Liveable Neighbourhoods (LN), which promotes a public road interface with POS
areas. Where both street and public open space frontage is proposed, LN indicates
that this outcome is only acceptable where the design of the dwelling achieves
surveillance of both the street and park and adequately provides for private open
space. The LSP requires these lots to be subject to further planning via the
submission of Local Development Plans (LDP's) as part of the subdivision process.
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The proposed lot layout as defined on the indicative LSP Map endeavours to be
climate responsive and is predominately based on a north-south and east-west
regulated street grid layout to maximise solar access in accordance with R18 of LN.
With regard to the submissions which query the relevance and need for density of
lots proposed by the Lot 9500 LSP, D2031 envisages that the Byford DSP area will
eventually accommodate a population of 30,000-40,000 people. Liveable
Neighbourhoods (LN) and State Planning Policy 4.2 - Activity Centres for Perth and
Peel (SPP 4.2) also advocate for increased densities within the walkable catchment
of activity centres. The densities proposed by the Lot 9500 LSP are considered
suitable to achieve the target densities outlined by D2031, LN, and SPP 4.2.
In response to the perceived loss of semi-rural character in the locality, the subject
land is zoned Urban under the MRS and is intended to be development with urban
development. The Neighbourhood Centre and primary school in the Lot 9500 LSP
area are identified in the Byford DSP. For these reasons, the 30,000-40,000
anticipated landowners and residents within the Byford DSP will require, and expect,
access to these services and facilities.
Movement Network
The subject site is adjacent to Thomas Road which is classified as an 'Other
Regional Road' (ORR) under the MRS and is also identified as a Primary Freight
Route under SPP 5.4. A traffic study was submitted and approved by the Shire as
part of the LSP process. Main Roads Western Australia (MRWA), the Department
and the Shire are satisfied with the assessment subject to the land being ceded from
the subject site in order to achieve a 50 metre road reservation for Thomas Road and
this requirement being shown/incorporated into the LSP. The LSP has since been
provisionally modified to satisfy this requirement.
The Lot 9500 LSP proposes a series of major neighbourhood connectors supported
by local roads. The road layout is generally consistent with the Byford DSP with
exception of the slight variation to the alignment of the neighbourhood connector
(Malarkey Road/San Simeon Boulevard) which will eventually connect with the
Byford District Activity Centre. The modified LSP map depicts the road extending
slightly further south than depicted on the Byford DSP (and Shire approved LSP) in
order to avoid the Multiple Use Corridor (MUC) and provide an appropriate
intersection with Ballawarra Ave to the east.
The new road alignment depicted on the indicative LSP Map addresses several of
the Shire's concerns which arose during its assessment and required modification as
part of its determination. It is considered that a combination of road treatments
including slip lanes and local signage can ensure that road users are aware of how to
access the Byford Town Centre and can travel there with minimal restriction or
enticement to 'short-cut' through the Byford Trotting Complex area to the south of
Eurythmic Road.
In relation to the traffic concerns raised during advertising, the development of the
subject site for urban development, as recognised in the planning frameworks for
almost a decade, will not remove the Byford Trotting Complex or associated bridle
trails. Whilst (different) road users will be required to co-exist in the locality, the local
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access roads will be upgraded and/or constructed where necessary and appropriate
treatments implemented to encourage traffic to utilise the higher order roads. It is
expected that there will be minimal impact on the landholdings to the north of
Thomas Road (currently zoned Special Rural) beyond the local residents seeking
access to the proposed Neighbourhood Centre for daily convenience goods and
services.
Urban Water Management
A Local Water Management Strategy (LWMS) has been prepared for the site and
approved by the Department of Water (DoW) and the Shire for the June 2013 LSP.
An updated LWMS based on the indicative October 2014 LSP has also been
approved by the DoW.
In accordance with the WAPC's Better Urban Water Management Guidelines, an
Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) will be submitted and implemented as part
of the subsequent subdivision stage/s where deemed necessary.
Public Open Space
LN stipulates that a minimum of 10% of the gross subdivisible area must be given up
free of cost by the subdivider for POS. This may comprise a minimum 8% of
unrestricted POS for active and passive recreation with the remaining 2% allowable
for restricted use public POS, including natural areas/bushland, drainage and
wetlands. Utilising the indicative LSP dated October 2014 for greater accuracy, the
credited POS in accordance with the LN guidelines is 2 hectares which represents
10.05% of the total land area, of which 30.2 hectares, equal to 9.7%, is unrestricted
POS.
The POS depicted on the indicative LSP Map is evenly distributed throughout the
LSP relative to its size, and includes an east-west linear multiple use corridor, a small
pocket park in the southern portion of the Lot 9500 LSP area. These spaces have
been designed to provide for passive recreational needs, and minor active
recreational needs, for the community.
CONCLUSION:
The key points relating to this report are as follows:
(i)

The site is within an area identified for Urban development and is
appropriately zoned under the Metropolitan Region Scheme and Shire of
Serpentine Jarrahdale Town Planning Scheme No. 2.

(ii)

In accordance with the provisions of the Town Planning Scheme, a Local
Structure Plan (LSP) is required prior to subdivision or development.

(iii)

The Lot 9500 LSP, including the proposed modifications, is consistent with the
Byford District Structure Plan and will enable the commencement of urban
development in the locality as identified within the WAPC's strategic plans and
policies.
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(iv)

The Lot 9500 Briggs Road LSP (as suggested to be modified) provides a
sufficient level of detail to support further progression to the next level of
planning, being subdivision.

(v)

The WAPC is not obliged to defer its consideration of the subject LSP pending
the outcome of the SAT proceedings for the Redgum Brook North LSP.

(vi)

The WAPC is required to consult with the Shire regarding proposed
modifications to the Lot 9500 LSP. The Shire has advised it is of the view that
the LSP warrants readvertising.

(vi)

Notwithstanding the Departments' differing view to the Shire with regard to the
readvertising, it is considered reasonable for the WAPC to provide an in
principle position on the matter in order to provide its view to the SAT and the
Shire, and expedite the application post-advertising.

(vii)

The Lot 9500 LSP (as modified) will conform with the WAPC's Policies, the
Shire of Serpentine Jarrahdale Town Planning Scheme No. 2, Liveable
Neighbourhoods, and the Byford District Structure Plan.

On the basis of the above assessment it is recommended that the Lot 9500 Briggs
Road LSP be given in principle support subject to the modifications as outlined in
Attachment 2 - Schedule of Modifications.
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ATTACHMENT 1

Schedule of Modifications
Lot 9500 Briggs Road LSP
Modification

Matter / Clause
Number

Original Wording/Proposal

Modification

Justification

1.

Thomas
Road
Widening / LSP
Map and Part 2,
Clause 2.3.1

Map depicts 15 metres of land to
the north of Lot 9500 to be ceded
for the purpose of the Thomas
Road widening to 45 metres.

Modify the LSP Map to depict a 20
metre strip of land to the north of Lot
9500 to be ceded for the purpose of
widening Thomas Road to 50 metres
and update Clause 2.3.1 of Part 2
'Explanatory Section' accordingly.

The additional land/50 metre road
widening
reflects
the
Byford
Development Contribution Plan and the
current detailed design for Thomas Road.

2.

Malarkey
Road Map does not depict any land for Modify the LSP Map to depict a 5
Widening / LSP the purpose of widening of metre strip of land to the western
Map and Part 2, Malarkey Road to 30 metres.
boundary of Lot 9500 to be ceded for
the purpose of widening Malarkey
Clause 2.3.2
Road to 30 metres and update Clause
2.3.2 of Part 2 'Explanatory Section'
accordingly.
Clause 2.3.2 should
outline that "the landowner/applicant
is required to liaise with local
government in relation to the specific
land requirements pertaining to the
intersection treatments at the corner
of Thomas and Malarkey Roads".

The additional land/30 metre road
widening
reflects
the
Byford
Development Contribution Plan for
Malarkey Road.

3.

Briggs Road / LSP N/A
Map and Part 2,

Number

(a) Modify the LSP Map to include a The access arrangement reflects the
notation that the intersection of current detailed design for Thomas
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Thomas Road and Briggs Road is for Road/Briggs Road intersection.
left-in/left-out access only.

Clause 2.3.4

(b) Update Clause 2.3.4 of Part 2
'Explanatory Section' in accordance
with Point A.
(c) Clause 2.3.4 should outline that
"the landowner/applicant is required
to liaise with local government in
relation to the specific land
requirements pertaining to the
intersection treatments".
4.

Regional Drainage /
LSP Map and Part
1, Clause 8.1 and
Part 2, Clause
3.1.2.1

Map depicts a 30 metre wide,
0.56 hectare reserve for an open
regional drain adjacent to Thomas
Road.

(a) Modify the LSP Map to relocate
and/or reconfigure the drainage
reserve subsequent to actioning
Modifications 1 and 2.

The LSP Map and LWMS need to be
updated to reflect the relocation of the
drain due to the Thomas Road design and
widening, and the Malarkey Road
widening, and should be approved by the
(b) Update the Local Water DoW accordingly.
Management Strategy (LWMS) to
reflect the modified location.
(c) Update Part 1, Clause 8.1 (table) to
outline that the updated LWMS will
be approved by the Department of
Water prior to the approval of the
LSP.
(d) Update Clause 3.1.2.1 of Part 2
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'Explanatory Section' if required.
5.

Neighbourhood
Centre / LSP Map
and Part 1, Clause
7.2

"The LDP will be required to
investigate and propose the
establishment of a coordinated
and integrated Neighbourhood
Centre".

(a) Reconfigure and/or modify the (a) The Neighbourhood Centre will need
location of the Neighbourhood Centre to relocate in order to accommodate
subsequent to actioning Modifications Modifications 1 and 2.
1 and 2.
(b) Include a road to the south of the
Neighbourhood Centre site which
links Malarkey Road with the new
road to the north of the multiple use
corridor.

(b) The activity centre will be used by
residents to the east of the site as a
short-cut given the future left-in/left-out
arrangements planned for Briggs Road
onto Thomas Road. This access should be
planned and formalised.

(c) Modify the sentence to read as (c) This wording reflects the Redgum
Brook North LSP (January 2013).
follows:
"The LDP will be required to
investigate
and
propose
the
establishment of a coordinated and
integrated Neighbourhood Centre to
the east and/or west of Malarkey
Road/San Simeon Boulevard".
(d) Insert a new 'Movement' section
into Part 1 of the LSP outlining that
the treatment of the intersection of
the access road (along the southern
edge of the Neighbourhood Centre
and north of the multiple use corridor)
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is to be resolved through detailed
design at subdivision stage to the
satisfaction of the Local Government
and must ensure safe and efficient
traffic flow in relation to all relevant
intersections
along
Malarkey
(e) Noise Attenuation may be required in
Road/San Simeon Boulevard.
the event that sensitive land uses are
(e) Insert an additional dot point for included in the Neighbourhood Centre.
'Noise Attenuation' to Thomas Road in
the list of matters to be addressed by
the LDP.
6.

Densities & Public Modify densities and public open (a) Reduce the amount of residential
Open Space Design space and adjoining residential lots directly abutting/within public
open space, in particular, those lots
/ LSP Map
development cells
with dual or three frontages to POS.

This modification will ensure that the
Structure Plan meets the objectives of
Liveable Neighbourhoods (Element 1, R10
and R11 and Element 4, R12 and R16). A
public interface between residential lots
and POS is preferred; residential lots
adjacent to POS should be proposed
sparingly and lots 'within' POS avoided
where possible.

(b) This level of design/detail is not
(b) Remove details pertaining to
required at LSP stage.
proposed future laneway lots.
(c) Lots in close proximity of the
(c) Increase densities in areas of high
Neighbourhood
Centre,
District
amenity to reflect the objectives of
Distributor, Primary School and POS are
Liveable Neighbourhoods.
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suitable for increased densities. The
additional density/lots may be necessary
in order to ensure that the LSP area
complies with the WAPC target of a
minimum 15 dwellings per gross hectare
of land in view of Modifications 1 to 5.
(d) Introduce an R40 density coding in (d) The introduction of an R40 density
response to Point B. Update Part 2 to code will provide an alternative coding
include reference to the R40 zone.
between R30 and R60, particularly for
application to the 'laneway lots', and will
also assist the LSP area to meet minimum
dwelling/gross hectare targets.
(e) Modify the POS Schedule in Part 2
'Explanatory Section' to reflect the
changes outlined in (a) and (b) and
ensure capacity to comply with 10%
(useable and functional, even where
restricted) POS.

(e) In accordance with LN (R21 and R32),
restricted POS/public parkland areas
which accommodate water-sensitive
urban design should still meet the test for
both useability and functionality for
recreation purposes/POS. In the absence
of detailed landscaping plans, the WAPC
is concerned that the provision of exactly
10% may lead to the LSP area being
deficient in POS as subdivision designed
(and drainage requirements) are refined.
The LSP should build in capacity for this
scenario or provide landscaping details
upfront so that the WAPC can be satisfied
with the afore-mentioned criteria.
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7.

Density - Eurythmic
Road / LSP Map
and Part 1, Clause
6.3 and Part 2,
Clause 3.3.1

Proposed R25 density for
residential lots directly fronting
Eurythmic Road (adjacent to the
Rural Living area)

Reduce density of lots fronting Provide for an appropriate transition
Eurythmic Road to R12.5 on LSP Map between the Rural Living and Residential
and insert the following at Clause 6.3 areas.
(iii):
"The residential lots directly fronting
Eurythmic Road shall be allocated a
density of R12.5".
Part 2 shall be updated to include
reference to the R12.5 zone.

8.

Traffic Calming - Local Government Modification In the new 'Movement' section in Part
Eurythmic Road / No. 5.
1, include a statement that the
treatment of the Eurythmic Road and
Part 2, Clause 3.2
Malarkey Road intersection is to be
resolved through detailed design at
subdivision stage to the satisfaction of
the Local Government and is to
discourage non-local use of the roads.

Intersection: The Eurythmic Road and
Malarkey Road intersection is where the
urban front transitions to the Rural
Living/Byford Trotting Complex. Due to
the convergence of different amenity and
vehicle types, it is important that this
intersection be treated in a manner that
highlights this transition and promotes
safety for all landowners and users.
Street calming: Eurythmic Road is a short
section of road which is unlikely to
require specific traffic-calming devices
(similar to Ballager Road in Redgum Brook
North LSP), however, this matter can
further
negotiated
between
the
proponent and the local government at
later planning stages.
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9.

Intersection
Local Government Modifications (a) Modify the LSP Map to resolve the
Spacing
and No. 2 and 3.
intersection issues at Malarkey Road /
San Simeon Boulevard / Ballawarra
Malarkey
Road
Avenue by deleting the POS triangle
Access / Part 2,
and giving prominence to seamless
Clause 3.2
traffic flows from Malarkey Road into
San Simeon Boulevard.

The redesign of the LSP through the
Ballawarra Avenue and Malarkey Road
intersection and San Simeon Boulevard
and Malarkey Road intersection to
generally reflect the indicative design
(attached, dated October 2014) will (a)
remove one of the intersections, reducing
the potential for traffic management
difficulties and (b) will retain the existing
access arrangement for the lots fronting
Malarkey Road.

(b) In the new 'Movement' section in
Part 1, include a statement that the
treatment of the intersection of
Malarkey Road / San Simeon
Boulevard / Ballawarra Avenue is to
be resolved through detailed design at
subdivision stage to the satisfaction of
the Local Government and is to:

(b) Additional wording in Part 1 will
address concerns that Malarkey Road will
become a through road, bypassing the
main route into the town centre via San
Simeon Boulevard.

(i) give prominence to seamless traffic
flows from Malarkey Road into San
Simeon Boulevard;
(ii) discourage through traffic south of
San Simeon Boulevard; and
(iii) address any frontage issues to the
existing
residential
lots
along
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Malarkey Road.
(c)Consider renaming the section of (c) Renaming the section of road will give
Malarkey Road north of San Simeon prominence to the function of the road as
the main access into the town centre.
Boulevard to San Simeon Boulevard.
N/A

Modify the Executive Summary to The Executive Summary should be
reflect the changes required in Points updated to reflect the modifications
1 to 6.
outlined

10.

Executive Summary

11.

Structure Plan Area Refers to area being within Replace the word 'red' with black'.
/ Part 1, Clause 1
broken red line shown on the LSP.

12.

Local Development "Local Development Plans shall be
Plans / Part 1, prepared for... areas where
variations to average lot size, site
Clause 7.1
coverage and setbacks are
required to facilitate target
densities...".

The LSP area is denoted by a broken black
line on the LSP Map.

Modify the sentence to read as The WAPC is currently reviewing the site
coverage and outdoor living area
follows:
requirements of the Residential Design
"Local Development Plans shall be Codes applicable to densities ranging
prepared for... areas where variations between R25 and R60. Until such time as
to setbacks and other deemed to
the WAPC (imminently) releases the
comply provisions as listed in Clause revised standards, it is considered
7.3.1 of the Residential Design Codes, premature, and inconsistent for any
are required to facilitate target variations to these provisions to be
densities...".
modified via their incorporation in this
"Any proposed variation to average lot LSP.
size of site coverage will be progressed
as part of a Local Planning Policy
submitted to the local government for
endorsement prior to its referral to the
Western
Australian
Planning

LDP's submitted to and approved by the
local government may incorporate
variations to any of the deemed to
comply provisions of the items listed in
Clause 7.3.1 of the Residential Design
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Commission for approval".
13.

Noise Attenuation / N/A
Part 1, Clause 8.4

Codes.

(a) Insert a subsection entitled 'Noise The Acoustic Assessment identifies that a
Attenuation Treatments' with the noise wall or bund of 1.8 metres will be
required to be constructed along the
following words:
Thomas Road frontage. The Department
"Noise attenuation treatments as per of Planning is of the view that the exact
the recommendations outlined in the
method of attenuation should be
Herring Storer Acoustic Assessment determined at this time, incorporated
dated July 2014 including but not into Part 1 of the Structure Plan, and
limited to the construction of a 1.8 shown on the Structure Plan map for
metre high noise wall along Thomas agency and user awareness. The future
Road adjacent to any residential widening and road works to Thomas Road
development, notifications on title,
will not enable a sufficient bund to be
and quiet house design and height constructed, therefore, the requirement
limit
provisions
within
Local for a 1.8 metre high noise wall is deemed
Development
Plans,
shall
be acceptable and the documents, including
implemented as conditions of
the map shall be modified to reflect this.
subdivision approval for any lots
affected by the presence of Thomas
Road ".
(b) The LSP Map shall include an
'Indicative
1.8
metre
Noise
Attenuation Wall' for the length of the
boundary with Thomas Road adjacent
to residential development.
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ITEM NO: 9.3
Proposed Swanbourne Street Local Structure Plan for Final
Endorsement
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Schedule of Modifications
Part 1
a. Clause 4 paragraphs 2, 3 and 4(a b and c) being deleted and replaced
with:
In the event of any inconsistency between the LSP and Scheme, the
provisions of the Scheme will prevail.
b. Clause 7.8 (c) second sentence relating to the effect of the Residential
Design Codes being deleted.
Part 2
a.

A new section to be added to Part 2 of the LSP - 4.9 'Playing Fields
Interface' to highlight the measures below to be addressed as the project
progresses through detailed planning and design.
i.

Wording to be provided in Section 4.9 to the effect that building
controls will be explored through the adoption of design guidelines
specifying, amongst other measures, minimum design and
construction standards to reduce or eliminate the potential impact
of stray cricket balls from the playing fields. Such measures to be
considered may include shatter proof, adequate insulation, window
style and location, etc.

ii.

Wording to be provided in section 4.9 stating that measures are to
be explored at the Local Development Stage plan that may reduce or
eliminate the potential damage to property and public safety, such
as, the location of buildings adjacent Stevens Reserve.

iii.

Wording to be provided in Section 4.9 that supports ongoing
consultation between LandCorp, the FDCC and the City of
Fremantle to facilitate the satisfactory resolution of the above issues.

b.

A new section to be added to Part 2 of the LSP - 5.6 'Additional Scheme
Amendment'. Wording in this part to indicate that the City will do further
work to investigate rezoning lots 2069 and 2070 (21 Knutsford Street)
from Facility - Community Facilities to Development Zone - Development
Area 4 under the City's Local Planning Scheme No. 4 for the purpose of
including the two lots into the LSP area at a later stage.

c.

Additional wording to be included into part 2 - 5 implementation, 5.4
'Development Guidelines'. The wording to state that further consideration
will be given to using an Australian Height Datum (AHD) measurement or
other more appropriate height measure to cap the maximum height of new
buildings over the site at the design guidelines / local development plan(s)
stage.
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